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Dear Parents, 

YEAR 6  NEWSLETTER 

                                                                                                        
Welcome back after the holidays. Thank you for all the kind messages, cards and presents last term. Miss 
Tan and I greatly appreciate your thoughtfulness. I am continuing to be impressed with the hard work and 
determination that the children are showing. Some excellent work has been produced, a lot of progress has 
been made and as a class, we are really enjoying the curriculum! 
 
Curriculum 
 

 Science and Art 
 

The children are very engaged in their new science topic, which is focused on evolution and 
inheritance and they are already learning lots of new information. We will be focusing on ‘Lightning 
Mary’ by Anthea Symons which is about the life of Mary Anning in English and we’ll be observing 
still life through our study of fossils. 
Science key learning for this term can be found here: Science to learn and remember this term. 
 

 English and Maths 
 

You can find targets for English and Maths here:  

 Year 6 English - Reading and Writing 

 Year 6 Maths 
 

 Religious Education 
 

In RE our big question this term is: What does it mean to be a Buddhist? 
 

These questions are what the children need to know and remember: 
 
 

What do you think causes suffering and how do you think we can overcome it? 
 

 What is the noble eight-fold path and how might this help a Buddhists in their daily life?   
  

What do Buddhists understand about samsara and nirvana? 
 

What does it mean to be part of the sangha for a Buddhist? 
 

What does it mean to be a Buddhist? 
 

Can you remember what the key religious vocabulary is and what each word means? 
 

Buddha:  The founder of Buddhism, Siddhartha Gautama, after his enlightenment.   It is a title, which means the 
enlightened or awakened one. 
Enlightenment:  The realisation of the truth about life.  In Buddhism, it releases a person from the cycle of rebirth. 
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Four noble truths:  The truths discovered by the Buddha during his enlightenment. 
The noble eightfold path:  The teaching of the Buddha that can lead to the end of suffering. 
Dukkha:  Suffering; illness; dissatisfaction; imperfection.  An unavoidable fact of existence according to the first 
noble truth. 
Karma (kamma):  Actions, and the consequences of actions.  An important concept in Buddhism, Hinduism and 
Sikhism. 
Meditation:  Thinking quietly as a spiritual or religious exercise.   Connection of the mind and soul with the Divine 
using breathing and other techniques.  In Buddhism, using one of a set of techniques or exercises for calming the 
mind, developing positive emotions and understanding the way things are. 
Samsara:  In Hinduism, Buddhism and Sikhism, this is the cycle of life, death and rebirth. 
Nirvana (also spelt Nibbana):  An indescribable state, held by Buddhists to be the ultimate goal of religious 
practice, involving breaking free from the cycle of samsara. 
Sangha:  Buddhist community of practitioners – monks and laity. 
 

 
 PE 

 

PE lessons continue so please ensure your child has their indoor and outdoor kit in school every 
week. Our PE lessons this term will include gymnastics with Coach Robin. More details to follow. 

 
Homework 
 

Please encourage your child to do their best when completing homework as it does either build on their 
learning or will be used within subsequent lessons. I have been encouraging children to take home daily 
maths work so that they can deepen their learning. Please also ensure your child continues to read every 
day and are making detailed entries in their reading journal. 
 

The weekly spelling test will now be on Fridays. I have been giving particularly tricky spellings as  
Year 6 have proven to me that they like a challenge! This term, your child will have a weekly SPaG 
(Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) and Arithmetic test too.  
 
Uniform 
 

Last term the children looked very smart in their school uniform and I am sure this will continue but please 
remember that children should be wearing school shoes rather than trainers or boots. If your child wears 
boots to school they need to have a pair of shoes to change into. Please also ensure that your child wears 
their blazer and a coat to school now that it is getting colder. They can also wear the school scarf and hat or 
navy blue or black alternatives. 
 
Attendance and Punctuality 
 

May I take this opportunity to remind you that as a school we are committed to having high levels of 
attendance and punctuality. Please help your child to avoid absence where possible and to come to school 
on time every day so that our attendance is 100% and there are no lates recorded. I am so proud of the 
children coming in early every morning with a true commitment to their learning. We are already winning 
the punctuality trophy. (Well done!) Now we need to set our sights on attendance. 
 
 

 
Finally, I would like to say that I really do believe that by working together, we are enhancing the learning 
experiences of your child. We are living through a difficult time and I appreciate all your help.  Please do 
not hesitate to contact me with concerns, questions or to share good news.  
 

Thank you for all your support, 
 

Ms Catherine Harney 
Year 6 Class Teacher  


